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Abstract
The optimal policy design for reducing carbon emissions been extensively debated. The most common
policies for reducing emissions are price and quantity instruments. When there is no uncertainty over costs
and benefits these approaches are equivalent. When there is uncertainty about the costs and benefits of
reducing emissions the comparative performance of each policy will depend on the relative slopes of the
abatement cost and damage schedules (Weitzman, 1974). One proposed policy that combines both a price
and quantity instrument is a safety-valve policy that sets a cap on the price of permits in the market. This
paper outlines the optimal safety-valve policy in the presence of multiplicative uncertainty where the slope
parameter of the marginal abatement cost function is uncertain and perform a comparative policy analysis.
I find that the safety-valve results in lower welfare losses than either the pure price or quantity instruments.
These results are robust over a range of parameter values and probability distributions for the uncertain
parameter.
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Pulling the Plug on Emissions: A Safety-Valve Policy
I.

Introduction
Under the recent Paris Climate Agreement, countries agreed on the need to reduce green house

gas emissions to keep the global temperature from rising 2 degrees Celsius above pre-industrial levels.
The most common policies to reduce carbon emissions are taxes and quantity-based measures. Tax
policies set an explicit price on emissions and allow the market to determine the quantity of emissions. In
contrast, quantity measures, such as cap-and-trade programs, specify the quantity of emissions and allow
the market to determine the price. When the cost of reducing emissions is known, these policies are
equivalent. However, when there is uncertainty over the cost of reducing emissions, the optimal policy
necessarily depends on the beliefs of the regulator, and the price and quantity-based policies are no
longer equivalent (Weitzman, 1974).
Since the seminal work of Weitzman (1974) comparing price and quantity instruments in a costbenefit framework under uncertainty, there has been an extensive debate over the optimal environmental
policy instrument and various hybrid policies have been proposed (Weitzman, 1978; Roberts and
Spence, 1976; Burtraw et al., 2009). One innovative suggestion from the literature is a “safety-valve”
policy that combines elements of both policies by using a cap-and-trade program with a ceiling on the
market price of emissions, which reduces the effective uncertainty faced by the regulator (Weitzman,
1978).
This paper poses two central questions. First, does a safety-valve policy yield significantly higher
welfare gains over the pure tax or quantity policy? Second, what is the distribution of the loss of social
surplus associated with the safety-valve policy? I find that the safety-valve policy outperforms both the
tax policy and the quantity policy in terms of welfare losses, and that these results are robust across a
2
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variety of parameter values as well as across distributions of the uncertain slope parameter with varying
levels of central tendency. I also find that while the safety-valve has a lower average loss of social
surplus than the pure quantity or pure tax policy, under some parameter specification the tax results in
lower average deviations from the optimal amount of damage. The safety-valve always results in
average abatement costs that are closer to the optimal amount of abatement. These results not only
impact the discussion around the optimal emissions pricing policy but highlight the potential of the
safety-valve policy to address both the concerns of the scientific community that existing quantity targets
are not sufficiently ambitious, and the concerns of industry that a poorly designed emissions market
could lead to substantial cost increases and the erosion of competitiveness in global markets.
Existing papers on hybrid policies use the basic framework proposed by Weitzman (1974) in
which uncertainty about the costs and benefits of reducing emissions is additive only. In the case of
additive uncertainty, uncertainty enters as a linear shock to the intercept term of the cost and benefit
functions. While this specification facilitates a straightforward analysis, it is restrictive and unrealistic.
My paper considers a more realistic specification of multiplicative uncertainty where the slope parameter
of the marginal abatement cost function is uncertain instead of the intercept term. Considering first a
uniform distribution of the slope parameter, and then a more general case of a beta distribution, I derive
the optimal solution for the hybrid policy and compare the performance of the hybrid policy to the next
best tax or quantity instrument. To ensure robustness, I conduct Monte Carlo experiments across a range
of parameter values and distributions. I conclude with a discussion on the policy implications of my
results.
For all distributions and parameter values considered, I find that the hybrid policy results in
significantly lower welfare losses than either the tax or quantity instruments. Under a beta distribution, I
find that when the slope parameter of the damage schedule is calibrated such that the expected cost of the
tax and quantity policies are equivalent, the hybrid policy results in an average loss of social surplus of
3
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about 1.79%, which is significantly lower than the average loss of 12.9% associated with the quantity
policy, or 15.9% associated with the tax policy.1 The safety-valve also does better when considering the
worst case scenario. The maximum loss of social surplus associated with any realized value of the
uncertain parameter is 7.2% under the safety-valve policy. By comparison, the maximum loss of social
surplus for the next best policy is 117%.2. I find that the hybrid policy outperforms the optimal tax or
quantity policy across a range of parameter specifications, but that the comparative advantage of the
safety-valve policy relative to the next best policy decreases as the variance of the uncertain parameter
decreases. This is expected as the effective uncertainty over the uncertain parameter decreases as the
variance of the distribution decreases. Consequently, the pure tax or quantity policies approach the
optimal policies under certainty and therefore the expected loss of social surplus associated with the pure
tax or quantity policies also decreases.
II.

Literature Review
A substantial body of literature considers environmental policy design under uncertainty. In the

seminal paper “Prices vs Quantities” (1974), Weitzman compares price and quantity instruments and
defines the comparative advantage of prices over quantities when there is uncertainty over the intercept
term of the abatement cost and benefit schedules. His fundamental result is that price instruments are
preferred when the marginal benefit curve is relatively flat compared to the marginal cost curve, whereas
quantity instruments are preferred when the marginal cost curve is relatively flat. In the context of my
paper, Weitzman’s result explains why, all else constant, the pure price policy will be preferred when the

1

The percentage loss of social surplus is calculated by the difference in costs of the next best policy and the cost of the
optimal policy for a realized value of the uncertain parameter divided by the optimal cost.
2
For 𝜑~𝛽(2,2) where 𝛿 = 𝛿̅=5, 𝐸1 = 1. See table A.1 for full results.
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marginal damage schedule is relatively flat, whereas the pure quantity policy will be preferred when the
marginal damage schedule is relatively steep.3
Following Weitzman’s paper, numerous authors have proposed various hybrid policies
combining aspects of price and quantity instruments (Weitzman, 1978; Roberts and Spence, 1976;
Burtraw et al, 2009). A safety-valve policy was first proposed by Weitzman (1978). This policy gives
firms the choice to purchase permits at the market price, or directly from the regulator at a specified
price. This effectively puts a cap on the price of emissions in the market at the “safety-valve” price and
reduces the potential cost of releasing too few permits (compared to the optimal number under certainty).
Other hybrid policies include block pricing (Roberts and Spence, 1976)4, and symmetric safety-valve
policies that include a low-price trigger as well as the high-price trigger outlined in the original safetyvalve policy.
Using the model of additive uncertainty outlined by Weitzman (1974) authors have attempted to
quantify the performance of hybrid policies in comparison to pure price or quantity tools. Pizer (2002)
uses a computable general equilibrium model to compare a pure price or quantity instrument with the
safety-valve. He finds that the tax policy results in expected welfare gains that are five times higher that
of the quantity policy and that the hybrid policy outperforms the price instrument slightly but is
significantly better than the pure quantity approach.5 Kennedy, Laplante, and Whittington (2010)
compare a safety-valve policy and a block pricing scheme like the one proposed by Roberts and Spence
(1976) to a standard Pigouvian tax. They find that both hybrid schemes outperform the Pigouvian tax in
terms of welfare gains. Furthermore, they find that there is less variance in the deviations from the cost

3

In this context, the benefit of reducing emissions is the damage avoided, and the cost is the abatement costs faced by the
firms. Thus, the marginal damage schedule in analogous to the marginal benefit schedule in Weitzman’s example.
4
In block pricing schemes the price on emissions isn’t continuous but broken up into “blocks” which are separately priced.
5
Pizer uses a relatively low estimate of the benefit associated with reducing emissions (a relatively flat marginal damage
curve) which explains why the price policy outperforms the quantity policy. He acknowledges that there is a possibility that
this estimate is too low, in which case the quantity policy could be preferred.
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of the first-best policy under the safety-valve policy compared to other schemes. In this paper I find that
under a specification of multiplicative uncertainty a safety-valve policy also outperforms both a tax or a
quantity policy in terms of welfare gains.
Weitzman’s (1974, 1978) specification of uncertainty through the intercept term provides
analytically clear results but is restrictive when considering applications of environmental policy where
it is unlikely that the regulator has complete information about the slope of the marginal abatement cost
schedule. Various papers try to address this by considering price and quantity policies under a more
realistic specification of uncertainty where uncertainty is multiplicative, instead of additive (Watson and
Ridker, 1984; Hoel and Karp, 2000). Watson and Ridker (1984) use non-linear marginal abatement
damage functions as well as non-symmetric multiplicative uncertainty and find the optimal second-best
price and quantity policies. Hoel and Karp (2000) consider a dynamic model of stock pollutants under
multiplicative uncertainty. They note that when uncertainty is multiplicative in nature, the performance
of a given policy depends critically on the variance of the uncertainty, which is not the case under
additive uncertainty. This paper will extend the literature assessing price and quantity instruments under
multiplicative uncertainty by comparing a safety-valve policy to a pure price or quantity instrument.
III.

The Model

i)

Set Up
There are N profit-maximizing firms who produce aggregate emissions E. There are 𝐸1 aggregate

emissions at the unregulated equilibrium. The firms face a quadratic aggregate abatement cost schedule

𝐴𝐶 (𝐸 ) =

(𝐸1 − 𝐸)6
2𝜑

, where the true value of 𝜑 is unknown to the regulator. The damage caused by emissions follows a
quadratic aggregate damage schedule
6
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𝐷 (𝐸 ) =
ii)

𝛿𝐸 6
2

Optimal Policy Under Complete Information

The goal of the regulator is to minimize total social cost, where social cost is the sum of total
abatement cost and damage
𝑆𝐶 (𝐸 ) = 𝐴𝐶 (𝐸 ) + 𝐷(𝐸 )

𝑆𝐶 (𝐸 ) =

(𝐸1 − 𝐸)6 𝛿𝐸 6
+
2𝜑
2

. When there is no uncertainty the regulator’s problem is

min

(𝐸1 − 𝐸)6 𝛿𝐸 6
+
2𝜑
2

, with an associated first order condition where the marginal cost of abatement and marginal damage are
equated. The optimal (first-best) quantity is

𝐸∗ =

𝐸1
𝜑𝛿 + 1

which is equivalent to setting the optimal (first-best) tax at

𝑡∗ =

𝛿𝐸1
𝜑𝛿 + 1

. The social cost at the optimum is equal to

𝑆𝐶(𝐸 ∗ ) =

iii)

𝛿𝐸1 6
2(𝛿𝜑 + 1)6

Optimal Tax Under Uncertainty
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When 𝜑 is unknown the regulator will minimize the expected social cost
min 𝐸[𝐴𝐶(𝐸 ) + 𝐷(𝐸 )]
?

, where the social cost as a function of the tax is
1
1
𝑆𝐶 (𝑡) = 𝑡 6 𝜑 + 𝛿(𝐸1 − 𝜑𝑡)6
2
2
. The expected social cost can be expressed as
1
1
1
𝐸 [𝑆𝐶 (𝑡)] = 𝑡 6 𝜇 + 𝛿 (𝜇6 + 𝜎 6 )𝑡 6 − 𝐸1 𝛿𝜇𝑡 + 𝛿𝐸1 6
2
2
2
where 𝜑~(𝜇, 𝜎 6 ). The associated first order condition is
𝑑𝐸 [𝑆𝐶 (𝑡)]
= 𝑡𝜇 + 𝛿 (𝜇6 + 𝜎 E )𝑡 − 𝐸1 𝛿𝜇 = 0
𝑑𝑡
. The optimal (second-best) tax policy is

𝑡̃ =

𝐸1 𝜕𝜇
𝛿 (𝜇 6 + 𝜎 6 ) + 𝜇

and the associate emissions are
𝐸 (𝑡̃) = 𝐸1 −

iv)

𝐸1 𝜕𝜇𝜑
𝛿 (𝜇 6 + 𝜎 6 ) + 𝜇

Optimal Quantity Policy Under Uncertainty

The planner will minimize the expected social cost. Expected social cost can be written as
1
𝐸 [𝑆𝐶 ] = 𝜂J𝐸1 − 𝐸K + 𝛿𝐸 6
2
, where 𝜂 is the expected value of

L
M

and different from 𝜇. The regulators problem is
8
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1
min 𝜂J𝐸1 − 𝐸K + 𝛿𝐸 6
N
2
. The optimal (second-best) quantity policy is
𝐸O =

𝜂𝐸1
𝛿+𝜂

. This is different from 𝐸 (𝑡̃) which shows that the tax and quantity policy are no longer equivalent.
Applying the result from Weitzman (1974), the relevant performance of each policy will depend of the
slope of the marginal damage function (𝛿). There is one value of 𝛿 for which the expected cost of both
policies is equivalent
𝛿̅ =
v)

𝜇(𝑛𝜇 − 1)
𝜎6

The Safety-Valve Policy: Uniform Distribution

For the safety-valve policy the regulator chooses e, a quantity of permits that will be released into the
market, and 𝜏, a price at which the regulator will provide an unlimited number of permits. The realized
price and quantity of emissions in the market will depend on the actual value of 𝜑. Critically, there are
two possible states of the world. If the true value of 𝜑 is such that the price of permits 𝑞(𝜑, 𝑒) in the
absence of 𝜏 is less than 𝜏 (𝑞 (𝜑, 𝑒) < 𝜏), then the price of permits in the market will be 𝑞 (𝜑, 𝑒) and the
quantity of emissions will be e (state 1). Conversely, if the true value of 𝜑 is such that the price of
permits in the absence of 𝜏 is greater than 𝜏 (𝑞(𝜑, 𝑒) > 𝜏), then the price of permits in the market will be
𝜏 and the quantity of emissions (E(𝜏)) will be determined by the market (state 2). The goal of the
regulator is therefore to minimize the probability weighted average of expected social costs
min (1 − 𝜋)𝐸[𝐶L (𝑒)] + 𝜋𝐸[𝐶6 (𝜏)]
V,W
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, where 𝐶L is the social cost in state 1, 𝐶6 is the social cost in state 2, and 𝜋 is the probability of being in
state 2. Let the value of 𝜑 such that 𝑞 (𝜑, 𝑒) = 𝜏 be 𝜑YZ[ =

N1 \V
W

. Suppose 𝜑~ 𝑈(𝜇 − 𝑣, 𝜇 + 𝑣). The

unconstrained cost minimization problem is
abc

Mdef

6
J𝐸1 − 𝑒K
𝛿𝑒 6
1
1
min (1 − 𝜋) _ 𝑓L (
+
) 𝑑𝜑 + 𝜋 _ 𝑓6 ( 𝜏 6 𝜑 + 𝛿(𝐸1 − 𝜑𝜏)6 ) 𝑑𝜑
V,W
2𝜑
2
2
2
Mdef

a\c

, where 𝜋 = 𝑝𝑟(𝜑 < 𝜑YZ[ ) =

L W(c\a)bN1 \V
6

cW

, and 𝑓L and 𝑓6 are the truncated distributions of 𝜑. 6

The unconstrained optimization problem produces several critical points. To find an interior
minimum I impose constraints on the optimization problem as there is a finite range of values that e and
τ could take on. If the realized value of 𝜑 is the highest possible value of 𝜑, then the optimal quantity of
emissions is equal to the optimal quantity policy under certainty evaluated at that value of 𝜑 (𝐸 ∗ |Muabc ).
Since the optimal quantity of emissions decreases monotonically as 𝜑 increases, it would never make
sense for the optimal quantity to go below this value. Therefore, this can be considered as the lower
bound for e. Conversely, if the realized value of 𝜑 is the lowest possible value of 𝜑, then the optimal
quantity of emissions is equal to the optimal quantity policy under certainty evaluated at that value of 𝜑
(𝐸 ∗ |Mua\c ). This can be considered the upper bound of e. There is an equivalent relationship between τ
and the optimal tax policy. The constrained optimization can be expressed as
abc

Mdef

6
J𝐸1 − 𝑒K
𝛿𝑒 6
1
1
min (1 − 𝜋) _ 𝑓L (
+
) 𝑑𝜑 + 𝜋 _ 𝑓6 ( 𝜏 6 𝜑 + 𝛿(𝐸1 − 𝜑𝜏)6 ) 𝑑𝜑
V,W
2𝜑
2
2
2
Mdef

a\c

s.t 𝐸 ∗ |Muabc ≤ 𝑒 ≤ 𝐸 ∗ |Mua\c and 𝑡 ∗ |Muabc ≤ 𝜏 ≤ 𝑡 ∗ |Mua\c

6

L

𝑓L = abc\M

wxy

, 𝑓6 = M

L
wxy

\(abc)
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where 𝐸 ∗ =

N1
MzbL

zN1

and 𝑡 ∗ = MzbL.

Due to the non-linear nature of the problem an analytical solution to this problem does not exist.
Instead I solve the problem numerically after assigning values for the parameter values. Using this
approach, I first consider the results under a uniform distribution, and then generalize the case to a beta
distribution. To ensure that the results are robust for a reasonable range of parameter values, I conduct
Monte Carlo simulations to analyze the solution to the optimization policy and then perform a welfare
analysis of all three policies.
vi)

The Safety-Valve Policy: Beta Distribution

The assumption that 𝜑 takes on a uniform distribution could be considered unrealistic. To address
this issue, I consider a more general specification of the beliefs over 𝜑 where the beliefs over 𝜑 follow a
beta distribution. When comparing the results, the uniform distribution viewed a specific case of the beta
distribution. Suppose 𝜑~𝛽(𝑣L , 𝑣6 ) defined across the interval [0,1]. The unconstrained cost
minimization problem is now
Mdef

L

6
J𝐸1 − 𝑒K
𝛿𝑒 6
1
1
min (1 − 𝜋) _ 𝑓L (
+
) 𝑑𝜑 + 𝜋 _ 𝑓6 ( 𝜏 6 𝜑 + 𝛿(𝐸1 − 𝜑𝜏)6 ) 𝑑𝜑
V,W
2𝜑
2
2
2
Mdef

{

, where 𝑓L is the truncated distribution of beta from 𝜑 = [𝜑|}~ , 1] (state 1), 𝑓6 is the truncated
distribution of beta from 𝜑 = [0, 𝜑|}~ ] (State 2)7, 𝜑YZ[ =
𝜑 < 1)

7

See appendix 1 for derivation

11

N1 \V
W

, and 𝜋 = 𝑝𝑟(𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 2) = 𝑝𝑟(𝜑•‚ƒ <
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As in the case with the uniform distribution this problem cannot be solved analytically due to the
non-linearity of the objective function. Using the same strategy of setting constraints and solving
numerically, the constrained optimization problem can be written as
L

Mdef

6
J𝐸1 − 𝑒K
𝛿𝑒 6
1
1
min (1 − 𝜋) _ 𝑓L (
+
) 𝑑𝜑 + 𝜋 _ 𝑓6 ( 𝜏 6 𝜑 + 𝛿(𝐸1 − 𝜑𝜏)6 ) 𝑑𝜑
V,W
2𝜑
2
2
2
Mdef

{

s.t 𝐸 ∗ |MuL ≤ 𝑒 ≤ 𝐸 ∗ |Mu{ and 𝑡 ∗ |MuL ≤ 𝜏 ≤ 𝑡 ∗ |Mu{
IV.

Comparative Statistics
Since an analytical solution does not exist, I run Monte Carlo simulations to explore the

relationships between the safety-valve policy and some key parameters. 8

Figure 1: Relationship between policy values and the slope of the marginal damage schedule (δ).9
As the marginal damage schedule gets steeper (δ increases), the value of e decreases
monotonically and the value of τ increases monotonically. This corresponds to lower emissions when τ is
binding. This relationship occurs because as δ increases the damage from emissions becomes more

8

9

The results shown are for a uniform distribution of φ, but the relationships are the same when φ follows a beta distribution.
Calibrated using a uniform distribution with parameter values 𝜇 = 0.5, 𝑣 = 0.49, 𝐸1 = 1
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costly which leads a lower level of optimal emissions. Under the safety-valve policy this is achieved by
setting a lower value of e and a higher value of τ. Conversely, as δ approaches zero e approaches the
unregulated amount of aggregate emissions, and τ approaches zero. This is because when δ equals zero
there is no cost associated with the damage from emissions. Since abatement is costly, the optimal
amount of emissions is the amount at the unregulated equilibrium. To achieve this the optimal quantity
policy and e both approach the unregulated equilibrium (𝐸1 ), and the optimal tax policy and τ approach
zero.
Over a range of non-zero values of δ, e is lower than the optimal quantity policy, and τ is higher
than the optimal tax policy. Intuitively this is because setting a ceiling on the price of emissions in the
market (τ) reduces the effective uncertainty and allows the regulator to set a lower emissions quantity
constraint (e) than a pure quantity or price instrument.

Figure 2: Relationship between policy values and the mean of the slope of the marginal abatement cost
schedule (φ).10

10

Calibrated using a uniform distribution with parameter values δ

13

Š=1
= 3, 𝑣 = 0.49, 𝐸
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As the mean increases the value of e, 𝜏, the optimal tax, and the optimal quantity policy all
decrease monotonically. This is because, holding all else constant, as φ increases abatement becomes
relatively less costly. Since the variance is held constant, increasing the mean also increases the lowest
and highest possible value of φ. Therefore, as the mean increases the optimal amount of emissions
decreases. This corresponds to a lower value of e, and a lower quantity policy. Holding all else constant,
as φ increases the tax necessary to achieve a given emissions quantity decreases. This is because the cost
of reducing emissions relative to paying the tax decreases, so firms will choose to abate more for any
given tax. Therefore, to achieve the optimal level of emissions the optimal tax and 𝜏 also decrease as the
mean increases. In the limit, as φ becomes very large, abatement becomes costless. The optimal amount
of emissions is therefore zero, and the optimal quantity policy and e are also zero. Since any tax will
result in the firm choosing to abate all emissions instead of paying any tax, the optimal tax and 𝜏 will
also approach zero.
As the mean increases the value of e and the optimal pure-quantity policy also approach each
other. This is because in the specification of this model the variance is held constant, so as the mean
increases the bounds for the possible values of φ also increases. Therefore, the effective band of possible
policy values also decreases. Graphically, this is represented by the values of emin and emax converging.
The optimal tax policy and 𝜏 also approach each other for the same reason.

14
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Figure 3: Relationship between policy values and the variance of the slope of the marginal abatement
cost schedule (φ).11
When the variance of φ is zero there is no uncertainty over φ. Therefore, all the policies are
equivalent and equal to the optimal policy under certainty. As the variance increases the effective
uncertainty over φ increases, and the policies diverge. The optimal pure-quantity policy increases as the
variance increases, whereas the optimal pure-tax policy decreases due to the asymmetry of losses when
setting the optimal pure tax or quantity policy.
V.

Results
In all cases I find that the safety-valve policy significantly outperforms both the tax and quantity

policy in terms of the expected loss of social surplus (LSS)12. The maximum possible LSS value, as well
as the variance, is also smaller under the safety-valve policy.

cŒ

Calibrated using a uniform distribution with parameter values δ = 3, 𝜇 = 0.5, 𝐸Š = 1. The variance of φ is 𝜎 6 = • .
12
LSS is defined as the percentage deviation of social costs from the optimal social costs at any realized value of φ. For
••(NO ,M)\••(N ∗ ,M)
example, 𝐿𝑆𝑆J𝐸O K =
••(N ∗ ,M)
11
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Table 1: Percentage loss of social surplus13 14
Table 1 presents the percentage loss of social surplus for the optimal quantity, tax and safetyvalve across a range of values of δ, the slope parameter of the marginal damage function.15 The safetyvalve significantly outperforms both policies in terms of the mean, standard deviation, and maximum
value. When the expected cost of tax and quantity policies are equal ( 𝛿 = 𝛿̅), the safety-valve has an
associated average loss of social surplus of 1.79%, which is much lower than the average loss of 12.9%
under the quantity policy or 15.9% under the tax policy. As δ decreases the difference in mean losses
between the safety-valve and the next best policy decline. At a δ of 1.2 the average loss of social surplus
is 0.44%, while the average loss of social surplus under the tax is 1.21%. This is because as δ decreases
the values of the polices converge, and thus the associated losses also converge.

13

The maximum values of the quantity policy are likely overstated as this model allows for φ to go to zero, which
corresponds to very large abatement costs when there is a binding quantity set too low.
14
For 𝜑~𝛽(2,2) 𝛿̅=5, 𝛿 < 𝛿̅ = 1.2 and 𝛿 > 𝛿̅ = 6. 𝐸1 = 1
15
See Figure A.1 for the complete set of results across a range of beta distributions. Results under a uniform distribution are
not meaningfully different from the ones presented for the beta distributions.
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Figure 4: Relative frequency of the percentage loss of social surplus (𝛿 = 𝛿̅=5, 𝛿 = 1.2 and 𝛿 = 6 )16
A further advantage of the safety-valve is that there is a much lower standard deviation
associated with the losses. This can be seen in Figure 4 which shows the relative frequency of the
percentage loss in social surplus for each policy. When 𝛿 = 𝛿̅ the standard deviation of the loss of social
surplus is 1.72% with a maximum value of only 7.20%. This is significantly lower than the standard
deviation of 17.73% under the tax policy or 43.17% under the quantity policy. Graphically, Figure 4
shows that the errors associated with the tax or quantity policy are much more spread out than the safetyvalve policy. This is true even for low values of δ where the mean value of losses of the safety-valve and
tax policy are similar. The low maximum loss value, as well as the clustering of the losses around the
low mean value suggests that there is a lower risk associated with using a safety-valve policy, since even
in the worst possibly scenario there is significantly lower costs associated with setting the safety-valve
policy than either the tax or quantity policy.

16

For 𝜑~𝛽(2,2)
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Table 2: Percentage loss of social surplus across different distributions of φ.17
Table 2 provides the loss of social surplus for each policy across a range of specifications of the
beta distribution. As the parameter value of the beta distribution increases the variance of φ decreases.
Therefore, this table provides an intuition as to how the variance of the distribution of the uncertain
parameter (φ) affects the relative performance each policy. As the variance of φ decreases, the mean,
maximum, and standard deviation of the LSS decreases for all policies. Furthermore, the relative
performance of the safety-valve compared to the next best policy also decreases. When 𝜑~𝛽(2,2) the
mean LSS under the safety-valve is 11.11 percentage points lower than the next best policy. When
𝜑~𝛽(6,6) the mean LSS under the safety-valve is only 2.08 percentage points lower than the next
policy. This follows the same intuition as explained earlier. As the variance decreases there is less
effective uncertainty, and the policies all approach the optimal policy under certainty. This leads to lower
losses of social surplus as the social cost of any policy is closer to the social cost from the optimal policy
under certainty. Furthermore, since all the policies are closer to each other there is a smaller difference
in the loss associated with each policy. In all cases the safety-valve still outperforms both the tax and
quantity policies.

The results presented are only for a beta distribution, but the same relationship holds for a uniform distribution. 𝛿̅ changes
as the beta distribution changes: for 𝜑~𝛽(2,2), 𝛿̅=5, 𝜑~𝛽(4,4) 𝛿̅=3, and 𝜑~𝛽(6,6), 𝛿̅ = 2.6.
17
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Table 3: Percentage deviation from the optimal amount of abatement cost and damage.18
In minimizing social cost there exists a trade off between abatement costs which are imposed on
firms, and damage which is a cost to society. While the safety-valve always results in a lower mean loss
of social surplus compared to either the tax or quantity policy, the composition of the losses varies across
policies. Table 3 provides summary statistics for the percentage deviations, or errors, relative to the
optimal amount of abatement cost and damage. In most cases the safety-valve has an average deviation
that is closer to zero for both abatement costs and damage; however, for some parameter values the tax
policy results in an average deviation from the optimal amount of damage that is closer to zero than the
safety-valve.
For example, when δ is equal to 1.2 the safety-valve has an average abatement cost that is 4.55%
lower than the optimal amount of abatement cost, and an average damage that is 1.3% higher than the
optimal level of damage. Comparatively, the tax has an average abatement cost that is 10.34% lower
than optimal, and an average amount of damage that is only 0.31% higher than optimal. The optimal tax
For 𝜑~𝛽(2,2) 𝛿̅=5, 𝛿 < 𝛿̅ = 1.2 and 𝛿 > 𝛿̅ = 6. 𝐸1 = 1. A positive value implies that costs are higher than optimal,
whereas a negative value implies that the cost is lower than optimal.
18
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has lower average deviations from the optimal amount of damage because of the relationship between
the damage under the tax policy and φ. For low values of δ, damage under the tax policy increases as φ
increases, then reaches a maximum at a low φ and then decreases monotonically as φ increases. This
results in the tax having a maximum deviation of 15.63% which is lower than the maximum deviation
under the safety-valve policy of 38.88%. This is demonstrated in Figure 5, which shows that the
maximum damage associated with the tax is much lower than the maximum of the safety-valve, and is
negatively skewed, whereas the safety-valve policy is positively skewed. This results in the tax having
lower average deviations than the safety-valve. The trade off with this lower level of damage is that
under these parameter values the tax has an average deviation from the optimal amount of abatement that
is 5.79 percentage points larger than the safety-valve.

Figure 5: Relative frequency of percentage deviation from the optimal amount of abatement cost and
damage19
Figure 5 shows the relative frequency of the deviations from the optimal amount of abatement
costs and damage for each policy. This demonstrates that even when the tax policy outperforms the
19

For 𝜑~𝛽(2,2) and 𝛿 < 𝛿̅=1.2
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safety-valve in terms of the mean percentage deviation of damage, the safety-valve has errors that are
more clustered around the mean than either other policy.20
VI.

Conclusion
Environmental policy design is always constrained by the political reality in which it is

implemented. While the safety-valve policy may more complex to implement, my results show that there
could be several advantages to implementing a hybrid policy over a pure tax or quantity policy. Firstly,
the safety-valve results in lower average welfare losses compared to either the pure tax or quantity
policy. Secondly, there is a reduced risk associated with setting the safety-valve policy as the maximum
loss of social surplus possible is significantly lower under the safety-valve policy than either alternative
policy. Furthermore, the variance of the losses is lower under the safety-valve policy that the pure tax or
quantity policy. This suggests that the safety-valve maybe more politically feasible than a straight tax or
quantity policy as it allows the government to set more aggressive emission targets, while reducing the
risk to industry of facing exceedingly high abatement costs when emissions are not correctly priced.
This paper shows that the safety-valve outperforms the two most common emission reduction
policies in terms of the expected loss in welfare. These results are also shown to be robust over a range
of possible parameter values. The comparative analysis of the different policies when there is
multiplicative uncertainty gives results that are grounded in a more realistic specification of the policy
framework than the specification of additive uncertainty previously considered in the literature.
One limitation of the results presented is the assumed quadratic form of abatement costs and
damages. The quadratic specification assumes that damage is increasing at the increasing rate as
emissions increase, and that abatement costs increase at an increasing rate as emissions decrease. While
this intuitively seems like a reasonable assumption, without further study it is not clear if the quadratic

20

See Figure A.1 for frequency plots across different values of 𝛿
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forms specified would hold in practice. Another limitation of the paper is that it only looks at two
different distributional specifications of the uncertain parameter. The fact that the relationships between
policies, and key parameters are the same under the uniform and beta distribution suggest that it is
unlikely that another distribution would provide significantly different results; however, further research
could be done considering different specifications. For example, a log-linear distribution would allow for
abatement to be costless in the limit. Lastly, further research could calibrate the parameter values used in
the model to construct an approximation of potential costs in the policy context.
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Appendix 1: Truncated Distribution for a Beta Distribution
Let 𝜑~𝛽(𝑣L , 𝑣6 ) defined across the interval [0,1] with an associated PDF
𝑓=

𝜑c‘ \L (1 − 𝜑)cŒ \L
𝛽(𝑣L , 𝑣6 )

The CDF of a beta distribution up to some end value 𝜑|}~ is
Mwxy

𝐺6 = _ 𝑓
{

The CDF of a beta distribution up to some end value 𝑦 < 𝜑|}~ is
•

𝐹6 = _ 𝑓
{

The probability distribution of φ when 0 < 𝜑 < 𝜑|}~ (state 2) is
𝑓6 =

𝑑 𝐹6
( )
𝑑𝑥 𝐺6

For state 1 the CDF of a beta distribution up to an end value of 1 is

L

𝐺L = _ 𝑓
Mwxy

The CDF of a beta distribution up to some end value y<1 is
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•

𝐹L = _ 𝑓
Mwxy

The probability distribution of φ when 𝜑|}~ < 𝜑 < 1 (state 1) is
𝑓L =

𝑑 𝐹L
( )
𝑑𝑥 𝐺L

Appendix 2: Additional Tables and Figures

Table A.1: Percentage loss of social surplus21

21

When 𝜑~𝛽(2,2), 𝛿̅=5. When 𝜑~𝛽(4,4) 𝛿̅=3. When 𝜑~𝛽(6,6), 𝛿̅ = 2.6. 𝛿 < 𝛿̅ = 1.2 and 𝛿 > 𝛿̅ = 6. 𝐸1 = 1
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Figure A.1: Relative Frequency of Loss of Social Surplus, Abatement Cost and Damage22

For 𝜑~𝛽(2,2) 𝛿̅=5, 𝛿 < 𝛿̅ = 1.2 and 𝛿 > 𝛿̅ = 6. 𝐸1 = 1. A positive value implies that costs are higher than optimal,
whereas a negative value implies that the cost is lower than optimal.
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